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The topologial hypothesis on phase transitions: the simplest ase
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We ritially analyze the possibility of �nding signatures of a phase transition by looking ex-

lusively at stati quantities of statistial systems, like e.g., the topology of potential energy sub-

manifolds (PES). This topologial hypothesis has been suessfully tested in a few statistial models

but up to now there is no rigorous proof of its general validity. We make a new test of it analyzing

the, probably, simplest example of a non trivial system undergoing a ontinuous phase transition:

the ompletely onneted version of the spherial model. Going through the topologial properties

of its PES it is shown that, as expeted, the phase transition is orrelated with a hange in their

topology. Nevertheless this hange, as re�eted in the behavior of a partiular topologial invariant,

the Euler harateristi, is small at variane with the strong singularity observed in other systems.

Furthermore, it is shown that in the presene of an external �eld, when the phase transition is de-

stroyed, a similar topology hange in the sub-manifolds is still observed at the maximum value of the

potential energy manifold, a level whih nevertheless is thermodynamially inaessible. This sug-

gests that stati properties of the PES are not enough in order to deide whether a phase transition

will take plae, some input from dynamis seems neessary.

PACS numbers: 64.60.-i, 05.70.Fh, 02.40.Sf
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a series of interesting papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄ appeared in the last few years the possibility has been advaned

that phase transitions may be signaled by suitable hanges in some topologial properties of the on�guration spae

manifold. This implies a di�erent approah to phase transitions from the lassial one based on singularities of

thermodynami potentials. The topologial hypothesis implies a stati point of view on phase transitions for it is

based only on properties of stati quantities, like the potential energy manifold. Under rather general onditions

dynamis seems to play no role [7℄. This is learly a strong assumption and, if on�rmed at least for a restrited lass

of systems, should provide a new and powerful approah to understand the mirosopi mehanisms underlying a phase

transition. Up to now the topologial hypothesis has been veri�ed in a few models, most notably the Hamiltonian

XY mean �eld model [4, 8℄, the two dimensional lattie φ4
model [3℄, the k-trigonometri model [5℄ and reently in

the Bishop-Peyrard model of DNA denaturation [6℄. The topology of these models was investigated by alulating

a topologial invariant, the Euler harateristi χ(v) de�ned on sub-manifolds Mv of the potential energy manifold

: Mv ≡ {q ∈ RN |V (q) ≤ v}, where V (q1, . . . , qN ) is the potential energy funtion of the system. In all the previous

models the Euler harateristi shows a strong singularity at a ritial level vc in orrespondene with the ritial

values of the energy and temperature at the phase transition ec = Tc/2+ < v(Tc) > (< v(Tc) >= vc). In the

Hamiltonian XY mean �eld model and in the k-trigonometri model, whih is also a mean �eld one, it was observed

that limN→∞
1

N
log |χv| is singular at vc. After these evidenes the question that remains to be answered refers to the

neessary and su�ient onditions in order that a topology hange of sub-manifolds of the on�guration spae re�ets

the presene of a phase transition. Reently a theorem was proved stating that a topology hange of on�guration

spae is in fat neessary [9, 10℄ for a phase transition to our. The theorem overs a wide lass of systems with

smooth, �nite range and on�ning potentials bounded from below. But, although at a phase transition a topology

hange must neessarily happen, the onverse is not true. For it is known that topology hanges are ommon in

on�guration spae while they do not neessarily imply the presene of a phase transition. The next, more di�ult

task, is to �nd the su�ient onditions in order to relate topology hanges with phase transitions. Up to now the

only hints about what those onditions ould be ome from the observed behavior in the exatly solved XY and

k-trigonometri models. Speially after the results in the XY model the authors onjetured that to entail a phase
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transition the topology hange must involve the attahment of handles of O(N) di�erent types on the same ritial

level [4℄. We will show below a muh simpler system undergoing a phase transition in whih this mehanism is not

present.

In this work we study the onnetion between topology of the potential energy manifold and the thermodynamis

of a very simple model: the ompletely onneted ferromagneti spherial model. The potential energy manifold of

this system is a hyper-sphere and its topology is therefore trivial. We �rstly disuss the model without external �eld.

The ritial points of the energy funtion within the domain of the spherial onstraint are two isolated symmetri

minima orresponding to the ground states of the system and a highly degenerate maximum. There are no saddle

points. The sub-manifolds Mv at �xed v orrespond to two disonneted (N − 1)-dimensional disks, joining eah

other and ompleting the whole sphere at the maximum level vc. This level oinides with the ritial value obtained

from thermodynamis implying the oinidene between the topology hange, the losing of the hyper-sphere, and the

phase transition, in agreement with the topologial hypothesis. Nevertheless we will see that the Euler harateristi

presents at best only a small disontinuity at the transition point and also only one handle is attahed at the upper

ritial level whih orresponds to the phase transition. This suggests that the su�ieny ondition disussed above

does not neessarily relates with the behavior of the Euler harateristi at the transition. In fat the topology hange

at the transition level in this model seems to be small in the sense that only one handle is attahed in order to omplete

the whole manifold. Then we disuss the model in the presene of an external �eld. The topology is essentially the

same as in the previous ase, exept that the symmetry between the two minima is broken. Now one minimum is the

ground state and the other, a meta-stable state. We show that a topology hange still exists where the hyper-sphere

loses itself, but more importantly, this setor of the manifold is inaessible to the physial system. As a onsequene,

this topology hange (similar to the one ourring when there is no external �eld) annot be related with a phase

transition, whih in fat is destroyed by the presene of a �nite �eld. In order to onlude this we need to add some

information from the whole problem, e.g. the knowing of the alori urve, whih depends on the dynamis. This

suggests that topology alone may be not enough to deide whether a phase transition will take plae for a given

interation potential.

II. THE MODEL

We studied the ompletely onneted version of the lassial spherial model introdued by Berlin and Ka [11℄.

It onsists of a set of N lassial spin variables {si ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , N} whih interat through the potential energy

funtion:

V = − J

2N

N
∑

i6=j

si sj −H

N
∑

i

si (1)

and the spins are subjet to a spherial onstraint:

N
∑

i=1

s2i = N. (2)

The exhange oupling J > 0 orresponds to a ferromagneti interation, H is an external �eld and the fator 1/N
in the energy funtion is needed in order to make the model extensive in the thermodynami limit.

The thermodynamis of the model an be omputed exatly following losely the original solution of Berlin and

Ka for the �nite dimensional version.

A. Zero external �eld

For H = 0 a saddle point approah leads to a Curie-Weiss ritial point at βcJ = 1, where β = 1/T . The internal
energy per partile behaves as:

v =

{

1

2β
− J

2
, T < Tc

0, T > Tc
(3)

Consequently at the ritial point the mean potential energy is vc ≡ v(βc) = 0 as shown in �gure 1.

This is the relevant information needed on the phase transition in this model in order to test the topologial

hypothesis. Below it is shown that the level vc orresponds to the maximum of the potential energy per partile and

preisely at this level a topologial hange takes plae in the sub-manifolds Mv.
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FIG. 1: Internal energy per partile as a funtion of inverse temperature in the ompletely onneted spherial model for zero

external �eld (J = 1).

B. Finite external �eld

The saddle point approah when H 6= 0 leads to a saddle point equation whih has a �nite solution for any �nite

temperature. Consequently the phase transition is destroyed by the �eld [11℄. In the thermodynami limit the internal

energy per partile is given by:

v =
1

2β
− J zs −

H2

4J(zs − 1/2)
(4)

where zs is the solution of the saddle point equation:

1

zs
+

βH2

2J(zs − 1/2)2
− 2βJ = 0 (5)
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FIG. 2: Internal energy per partile as a funtion of inverse temperature for an external �eld H = 1 (J = 1).

A plot of the internal energy v as a funtion of β = 1/T is shown in �gure 2. When β → ∞, v → −3/2, whih is

the energy of the ground state for H = 1. For β → 0, v → 0, a value below the maximum of the potential energy
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per partile whih is vmax = H2/2 = 1/2 in this ase. The onlusion is that the system is unable to reah the levels

of potential energy above v = 0, for arbitrarily growing temperature. This is onneted with the fat that the phase

transition is absent when H is �nite. This behavior is re�eted in the topology of the aessible sub-manifolds of

potential energy, as will be seen below.

III. CRITICAL POINTS AND TOPOLOGY OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY MANIFOLD

A. Zero external �eld

From the previous de�nition of the model it is lear that the whole energy manifold is a hyper-sphere in N
dimensions, or in topologial language an (N − 1)-sphere. At a given level of potential energy v the aessible sub-

manifold is represented by the intersetion of the energy surfae (1) with the hyper-sphere. The topology of the energy

funtion is easily revealed by diagonalizing the quadrati form. We an write [11℄:

∑

i,j

si sj = sT Ms (6)

with M the symmetri matrix with all elements equal to one exept for the diagonal ones whih are zero. This matrix

is symmetri and is therefore diagonalized by means of an orthogonal transformation V suh that:

MVk = λkVk, VTV = V−1V = I, (7)

where Vk is the k olumn of the transformation matrix.

Applying this transformation to M:

sT Ms =

N
∑

i=1

λi y
2

i (8)

where y = VTs. The spherial onstraint is invariant:

N
∑

i=1

s2i =

N
∑

i=1

y2i (9)

From now on we will work in the base whih diagonalizes M. The eigenvalues λi an be readily omputed:

λ1 = N − 1

λk = −1 k = 2, . . . , N. (10)

The matrix M possesses one single positive eigenvalue and N − 1 negative degenerate ones. In the base {yi} the

energy funtion an be written:

V = −J(N − 1)

2N
y21 +

J

2N

∑

i≥2

y2i (11)

For simpliity in what follows we �x J = 1. Now the energy per partile is limited between 1/2N − 1/2 ≤ v ≤ 1/2N ,

or in the thermodynami limit −1/2 ≤ v ≤ 0. In order to get the ritial points of V on the (N − 1)-sphere we

introdue a Lagrange multiplier to enfore the spherial onstraint and de�ne:

F = V + µ(
N
∑

i=1

y2i −N) (12)

Now the ritial points are given by

∂F
∂yi

= 0, whih give:

(

2µ− N − 1

N

)

y1 = 0

(

2µ+
1

N

)

yi = 0, i 6= 1 (13)
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From this we have two possibilities, either µ = (N−1)/2N , whih gives two isolated minima {y1 = ±
√
N, yi = 0, i 6=

1}, or µ = −1/2N , whih gives {y1 = 0,
∑

i6=1
y2i = N} orresponding to a degenerate maximum, ompleting the

(N − 1)-sphere. Consequently, the potential energy manifold has only two ritial sub-manifolds orresponding to the

minimum and maximum values of the funtion. There are no saddle points. This struture is trivial and allows us to

visualize immediately the topology hanges as the level v is inreased. This triviality is a property of the ompletely

onneted model only. In �nite spae dimensionality the potential energy manifold is more omplex and already for

d = 1 it shows a non-trivial struture of saddle points [12℄.

The natural framework for analyzing the relation between ritial points and topology hanges in a manifold is

Morse theory [14℄. Beause of the simpliity of the spherial model one an make a very intuitive analysis of the

topology hanges in this ase without resorting to Morse theory. The topology of the model is analyzed in the ontext

of Morse theory in the Appendix.

Although we are interested in the behavior of the system for high dimensionality N , there is only one diretion,

namely y1, whih breaks the spherial symmetry of the potential energy funtion and the problem an then be

e�etively analyzed in a two dimensional plane spanned by y1 and any other orthogonal diretion. Without loss of

generality, we will onsider diretly the ase with N = 2.

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
y1

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

y2

-2 -1 1 2
y1

-3
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-1

1

2

3

y2

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
y1

-2

-1

1

2
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-2
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1

2
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Evolution of the potential energy manifold of the N = 2 spherial model for four levels v = V/N . The

olored dashed lines represent the spherial onstraint (a irle for N=2) and a partiular level set of the funtion v. The real
sub-manifolds depend on the level v and are the ontinuous blak setors. Top left: v = −0.325, the manifold is empty. Top

right: v = −0.25, the manifold emerges at the two blak dots (ground states). Bottom left: v = −0.075, two symmetri setors

of the sphere are aessible. Bottom right: v = 0.2, near the transition the manifold is nearly ompleted and a large fration

of the sphere is aessible.

In �gure (3) it is shown the evolution of the sub-manifolds Mv for four inreasing values of v. The top left panel

orresponds to a level v below the minimum of the potential energy per partile v < −0.25. In this ase the manifold

is empty, this is a forbidden region for the system. As the system rosses the level v = −0.25 a �rst topology hange

happens (top right panel). At this level two points are aessible in on�guration spae, the symmetri ground states

of the system. Above this level the sub-manifold Mv is di�eomorphi to two disonneted (hyper)-disks (in high

dimensions). This situation is represented by the bottom left panel in �gure (3). Note that in the N = 2 ase the sub-
manifolds orresponding to a partiular level set v are represented by four points, while the sub-manifolds Mv are the

fration of the two semi-irles for whih V (q)/N ≤ v. No more topology hanges happen in the sub-manifolds until

the maximum value of the potential v = 0.25 is reahed and the whole irle (sphere) beomes aessible. The bottom

right panel illustrates the situation for a level v slightly below the maximum. At v = 0.25 a new topology hange

happens, the two disonneted setors of the sub-manifolds Mv meet eah other and omplete the manifold, whih, for

the N partiles system, is the (N −1)-sphere. The maximum of the potential energy per partile, vc = 1/2N , tends to

zero in the thermodynami limit and oinides with the mean potential energy at the phase transition desribed in (3)

and �gure (1). This shows that the phase transition takes plae at the level vc where a topology hange in the potential
energy sub-manifolds happens. This is what is expeted aording to the topologial hypothesis. The evolution in
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the topology of the sub-manifolds Mv as the level v grows also illustrates in a nie way how the di�erent setors of

the manifold M beome gradually aessible to the physial system. From the ground states, the only aessible at

zero temperature, two symmetri regions of the (hyper)-sphere beome gradually aessible in aordane with the

symmetry breaking nature of the phase transition in this model. In the thermodynami limit the two regions remain

disonneted until the phase transition at vc, where the (hyper)-sphere is ompleted, the two hemispheres onneted

and the whole on�guration spae manifold beomes aessible to the system.

This is a simple and ompletely intuitive example of the topologial hypothesis at work. Nevertheless, although it

was already expeted that a topology hange must take plae in orrespondene with a phase transition [9℄, an yet

open question regards the kind of topology hange that might imply a phase transition. The example of the ompletely

onneted spherial model is again useful in this respet. At variane with what was observed in previously studied

models, in this ase it is lear that the topology hange at the transition is not a strong one, at least as quanti�ed by the

hange in the Euler harateristi, whih is alulated in the Appendix. There we show that the Euler harateristi

is a onstant equal to two for 1/2N − 1/2 ≤ v < 1/2N and jumps to zero at vc = 1/2N when N is even, or does

not hange at all for N odd. Clearly, from the point of view of the behavior of the Euler harateristi the hange in

topology is not a strong one. In the next setion we onsider the model in the presene of an external �eld H whih

destroys the phase transition and analyze the onsequenes in the topology of the on�guration spae.

B. Finite external �eld

When H 6= 0 the energy funtion in the diagonal basis an be written:

V = −J(N − 1)

2N
y2
1
−
√
NH y1 +

J

2N

∑

i≥2

y2i (14)

The extrema of this funtion evaluated on the (hyper)-sphere are the same extrema of F = V + µ(
∑N

i=1
y2i −N).

They are given by the solutions of:

(

2µ− N − 1

N

)

y1 = H
√
N

(

2µ+
1

N

)

yi = 0, i 6= 1. (15)

There are two possibilities as in the zero �eld ase: either µ = −1/2N or µ 6= −1/2N . In the �rst ase the solution

is {y1 = −H
√
N,

∑

i≥2
y2i = N(1 − H2)}. In the seond ase we obtain {y1 = ±

√
N, yi = 0 ∀i ≥ 2}. Similarly to

the ase H = 0 there are two minima and a ontinuously degenerate maximum. The two minima now orrespond

to a single absolute minimum {y1 =
√
N, yi = 0 ∀i ≥ 2} and to a loal minimum {y1 = −

√
N, yi = 0 ∀i ≥ 2}.

The orresponding energies per partile are v1 = −(N − 1)/2N −H and v2 = −(N − 1)/2N +H respetively. The

other ritial point is in fat a ritial manifold at the maximum of the energy given by v3 = H2/2 + 1/2N . In the

thermodynami limit the potential energy per partile is H2/2, a level that is never reahed by the system, as shown

in setion (II B).

In �gure (4) it is shown the evolution of the sub-manifolds Mv for four inreasing values of v. One immediately

reognizes the asymmetry introdued by the external �eld, whih in these �gures is H = 0.1. The top left panel shows

the level where the potential energy manifold emerges, orresponding to the ground state, whih in this ase is unique.

At v = H−1/4 the seond minimum touhes the sphere. This is shown in the top right panel. As the potential energy

grows two disonneted regions are present, while only one of them is aessible dynamially in the thermodynami

limit. In the bottom right panel it is shown the situation at the maximum thermodynamially aessible level. The

energy per partile of the maximum for N = 2 is vmax = H2/2 + 1/4 and goes to H2/2 in the thermodynami limit.

Nevertheless, the results from the thermodynamis of setion (II B) predit that the energy per partile reahes a

maximum at in�nite temperature whih is zero, as shown in �gure (2). Consequently the losing of the sphere is

never reahed by the system, the �eld introdues a gap ∆v = H2/2 in the energy per partile that the system an

never ross. The situation at the highest physially aessible level is represented in the bottom right panel of �gure

(4). One is led to the onlusion that the only topology hanges in the presene of a �nite external �eld are at the

levels where the minima appear, and that no other topology hange takes plae at higher levels of v, provided one

restrits the analysis to the physially aessible region of the potential energy manifold. This is in agreement with the

absene of a phase transition in this ase: no topology hange⇒no phase transition. Nevertheless this reading of the

results is biased by our a priori knowledge of the thermodynamis of the system. In ase the thermodynamis would

not be known one ould be led to the wrong onlusion that a phase transition might take plae in orrespondene
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Evolution of the potential energy manifold of the N = 2 spherial model for four levels v and an

external �eld H=0.1. The olored dashed lines represent a partiular level set of the funtion v and the spherial onstraint

(the irle). The real sub-manifolds are the ontinuous blak setors. Top left: the ground state emerges (unique blak dot).

Top right: a seond loal minimum emerges while the aessible sub-manifold is the ontinuous blak ar at the right of the

sphere (irle). Bottom left: at a still higher level v the sub-manifold onsists of two disonneted ars. Bottom right: the

highest thermodynamially aessible level v = 0.25. Note that the sphere is not fully aessible.

with the maximum level of the potential energy manifold, where a topology hange ertainly happens. This suggests

that topology alone is not enough in order to onlude if a phase transition will or will not take plae in a partiular

system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The simpliity of the ompletely onneted spherial model allows a ritial analysis of some important open

questions regarding the validity of the topologial hypothesis. Due to its high level of symmetry it is possible in this

model to intuitively follow the relation between the topology of the aessible manifold at any given energy level and

its physial or thermodynami behavior. In partiular, the relation between the topology and the symmetry breaking

transition in zero �eld is niely illustrated: the phase transition takes plae in the thermodynami limit, at the level

where the whole manifold, the hyper-sphere, beomes aessible. At this level a simple topology hange takes plae:

the ompletion of the hyper-sphere. While this is in agreement with a reently proved theorem whih asserts the

neessity of a topology hange in order for a system to have a phase transition, in this ase the hange is very small

at variane with results from other previously studied models. Small topology hanges an take plae in general with

no orrelation with a phase transition. This is observed for example in the one dimensional XY model [4℄.

One an also draw some new onlusions regarding the behavior of the model in the presene of an external �eld. In

this ase the omparison between thermodynamis and topology of the potential energy manifold an shed some light

on the typial behavior of systems in a �eld. From a topologial point of view little hanges our in the struture

and evolution of the sub-manifolds Mv. For H ≤ J the degeneray between the two minima is broken in a single

ground state and a single loal minimum, and a third topology hange happens when the hyper-sphere is losed at the

highest energy level. From this behavior one should be tempted to predit a phase transition similar to that in the

zero �eld ase. Nevertheless thermodynamis tells learly that this is not the ase, there is no phase transition in the

presene of a �eld and the mean potential energy does not reah the top level of the potential energy manifold even at

in�nite temperature, existing a gap proportional to the square of the �eld amplitude. Consequently, to orretly read

the information it is neessary to go through thermodynamis. It seems unlikely that the knowledge of the topology

of the potential energy manifold alone be enough in order to predit the existene of a phase transition in a generi

many body system. The results presented in this work suggest that more information, oming from dynamis, is

needed. New results from other models are learly needed in order to settle this fundamental question [15℄. Perhaps
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the strongest result prediting dynamial behavior exlusively from a stati property is the elebrated Adam-Gibbs

relation between relaxation time sales and on�gurational entropy in glasses [13℄. It predits a divergene of relaxation

times when the on�gurational entropy Sc assoiated with the number of minima of the potential energy funtion

goes to zero. Up to our knowledge this predition has never been obtained from �rst priniples and even quantitative

omparison with experiments and simulations is not onlusive.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix we analyze the topologial evolution of the aessible manifold as the potential energy of the

system is being inreased from its minimum. The omplete manifold M for the system is the (N − 1)-sphere. The

funtion we de�ne on it is V , the potential energy funtion. For a given value of the potential energy per partile

v = V/N , the sub-manifold of aessible on�gurations is given by Mv = {y ∈ M |V (y)/N ≤ v}. We thus analyze the

behavior of the Euler harateristi for the sub-manifolds Mv for eah v, χ(Mv), whih is a topologial invariant [14℄.

It is de�ned as:

χ(Mv) =

N−1
∑

i=0

(−1)i bi, (A.1)

where bi are the Betti numbers or the number of i-handles that ompose the manifold Mv. Aording to Morse theory,

there is a onnetion between the topologial transitions in a manifold and the ritial points of a funtion de�ned on

it. One of the results of Morse theory onerns χ(Mv) and is expressed by:

χ(Mv) =

N−1
∑

i=0

(−1)i bi = M−1(V ). (A.2)

In ase V has only isolated ritial points M−1(V ) is given by:

M−1(V ) =

N−1
∑

i=0

(−1)imi, (A.3)

with mi being the number of ritial points of V with index i that belong to Mv. The index of a ritial point is

the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian H of the funtion at this point. In order to investigate the ritial

points of V (y1, . . . , yN) onstrained to the manifold M , we make the analysis on the transform F de�ned in (12). In

what follows we will analyze the ases H = 0 and H 6= 0.

1. Zero external �eld

As we have seen for H = 0 the funtion F possesses two ritial levels. One of them gives v = V/N = −(N−1)/2N

orresponding to two isolated ritial points {y1 = ±
√
N, yi = 0, i 6= 1}. It is possible to verify that there is no

real intersetion between the manifold M and the (hyper)-surfaes of onstant potential energy for v < −(N − 1)/2N
(see top left panel in �gure (3)). The aessible sub-manifold Mv for v < −(N − 1)/2N is empty, and the Euler

harateristi is then identially zero: χ(v < −(N − 1)/2N) = 0 . The Hessian of V is diagonal in the base {yi}. For
the two ritial points appearing at v = −(N − 1)/2N the eigenvalues of H are given by

h1 = 0

hi = 1 i 6= 1. (A.4)

The Hessian has no negative eigenvalues. The indexes of both ritial points are thus zero. The Euler harateristi

is then χ(Mv) = (−1)0 2 = 2. From v = −(N − 1)/2N while v < 1/2N we have no other ritial levels, and thus χ
must remain onstant up to v = 1/2N .

At vc = 1/2N the solutions of equations (13) are {y1 = 0,
∑N

i=2
y2i = N}, an (N − 2)-dimensional ritial sphere.

In fat, sine we have already seen that at v = 1/2N the manifold ompletes itself into the (hyper)-sphere M , we

know that χ(Mv) = χ(M) = χ(SN−1), ∀v ≥ 1/2N . The Betti numbers for the sphere are well known: an N -sphere

is omposed of a 0-handle and of an N -handle. The Euler harateristi for the (N − 1)-sphere is then:

χ(SN−1) =

{

2 if N odd
0 if N even

(A.5)
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Although χ(Mv) may not hange at vc for odd N one knows that a topology hange takes plae on that level. This

result is not ontraditory sine the behavior of a single topologial invariant is not always enough in order to fully

haraterize the topology of a manifold.

2. Finite External Field

ForH > 0 the points {y1 = ±
√
N, yi = 0, i 6= 1} still are solutions. However the point y1 = +

√
N now orresponds

to the level v1 = −(N − 1)/2N −H and y1 = −
√
N to v2 = −(N − 1)/2N +H . Sine there is no ritial value lower

than v1, the Euler harateristi for potentials below this level is identially zero: χ(Mv) = 0, ∀v < v1. At the ritial
point orresponding to v = v1 the eigenvalues of the Hessian are:

h1 = 0,

hi = 1 +H, i 6= 1. (A.6)

None of the eigenvalues is negative, thus the ritial point is a minimum and has index zero. The Euler invariant is then

χ(Mv) = (−1)0 1 = 1 for v1 ≤ v < v2. The next ontribution omes from the ritial point {y1 = −
√
N, yi = 0 ∀i 6= 1}

at v = v2 = −(N − 1)/2N +H . At this ritial point the eigenvalues of the Hessian are:

h1 = 0,

hi = 1−H, i 6= 1. (A.7)

We notie that the index of this ritial point will depend on H . For H ≤ 2, this ritial point has index 0, hene
being a loal minimum; however for H > 2 the index is N − 1, and the ritial point is a maximum. At v = v2 the

Euler harateristi beomes:

χ(Mv) =







2 if H ≤ 2
0 if H > 2 and N even
2 if H > 2 and N odd

(A.8)

There is a third solution of the ritial point equations whih is given by {y1 = −
√
NH,

∑N

i=2
yi = N(1−H2)}. This

solution only exists for H ≤ 2. The orresponding ritial value of the potential energy is v3 = H2/2 + 1/2N , whih

is higher than the previous ones for any H . We have thus two di�erent possibilities: For H ≤ 2, Mv oinides with

M (the whole (hyper)-sphere) up from v = v3. For H > 2, Mv oinides with M up from v = v2 < v3. Similarly to

what was done in the previous setion, we an use this information and simply identify χ(Mv) with χ(M) = χ(SN−1)
for either v ≥ v3, or v ≥ v2.
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